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Assignment: Prepare a Research Proposal (RP) 

While the aim of the previous assignments is to experience different research 
methods and reflect on them, the aim of writing a research proposal is to use 
these experiences and reflections to plan an imagined research project. The 
group will use the knowledge gained in the course to write a research 
proposal for a research project the group choses.  
 

 RP1 – First version of research proposal:  
o Deadline April 5th  
o Minimum 2 pages, maximum 5 pages.  
o You give and receive feedback to and from another group  

Thursday April 11th 
 

 RP2 – revised version: 
o Deadline April 26th  
o Minimum 5 pages, maximum 10 pages. 
o You will receive feedback from Johanne and Rebekka  

Tuesday April 30th  
 

 RP3 – Final version: 
o Deadline May 10th  
o Do not to exceed 10 pages (+/- 1) including table of content and 

bibliography (excl. appendix).  
o Times New Roman, font size 12 
o 1.15 line spacing 

 

Project presentation in class Tuesday and Thursday May 14th and 16th 

What are you supposed to do? 

It is an advantage to build on the previous assignments when you write the 
research proposal. Your exploration of a topic during the semester can enable 
you to argue why your chosen topic is interesting or relevant. You can refer to 
the observations and interviews to argue for choices in different sections of 
the research proposal. If building on the previous assignments proves difficult 
for some reason, you can choose a new topic. In that case, you will have to 
refer to relevant empirical studies done by others to support your choices of 
topic, case or field, and methodology. You are also welcome to conduct a mini 
study and design your research proposal around it.  

 
Your topic has to be about interaction between people and information and 
communication technology (ICT), and it has to be suitable for exploration by 
qualitative methodology. You should aim to make use of three research 
methods. This could be interviews (individual and/or group interviews), 
observations (of work practices, home practices, or other activities), 
video/audio documentation for analysis, or analysis of documents (e.g., 
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institutional documents, specifications, websites, or newspaper articles to be 
analyzed as empirical material).  

 
Some measures to avoid “free-rider” problems will be implemented: Any 
problems should be communicated to the lecturer as soon as possible. During 
the entire period, the group should maintain a log over attendance at group 
meetings and work task distribution within the group. This log should 
accompany the final Research Proposal as an appendix, and if there is 
evidence of a group member not doing a proportionate share of the job, this 
person will then be asked to submit an individual Research Proposal based 
on their own fieldwork (i.e. not using the other group members’ work) within 
one week from May 10th.  

Searching for and referencing literature 

For information about how to search for and refer to literature in academic 
texts, consult the website “Search and Write”: http://sokogskriv.no/en/ 
 
To organize your literature and help with correct referencing and bibliography, 
you are advised to use a referencing tool, such as Zotero, Mendeley, 
EndNote, BibTex, etc. 
 
You can search for peer reviewed academic literature in, for instance, the 
online library service oria.no and google scholar. You can also use the 
additional readings found in the syllabus. 

News articles should only be used to illustrate your topic’s relevance, but we 
strongly recommend that you use academic literature to present an overview of 
your topic or case. 

Important issues when designing a research proposal 

The proposal shall tell the reader:  
What kind of knowledge do you seek? Which strategies will you employ to 
gain this knowledge? 
 
When evaluating the proposal we will ask: 
How good is the argumentation on each of these two elements, and how 
strong is the link between them?  
 
Make sure to:  
Use the course literature to argue for your choices.  

Suggestions on how to structure your research proposals 

Front-page: Title of report, names, course, year, and affiliation 
Table of content: list of the sections + page numbers 
 
1. Introduction. Give the reader a short and precise presentation of the 
content of your report: What is this piece of work about? Describe the 

http://sokogskriv.no/en/
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motivation for your proposed study: What will you explore and why is this 
interesting to a larger audience? Shortly describe what you intend to 
accomplish with the study.  
 
2. Position your work. Present your purpose statement: Why do you want to 
do the study? What do you intend to accomplish? Depending on what you 
plan to study, you can argue that this phenomenon has received little previous 
attention from researchers (a gap in the research literature), that the 
phenomenon is of general societal importance or interest, or that an increased 
understanding of this phenomenon will contribute to the work of particular 
groups (for instance policy makers, designers/developers, or particular 
organizations).  
 
You might want to position your work in relation to existing literature. If so, do 
a brief literature review where you state what is the related research or 
relevant findings in your area of interest, and state how your research will 
contribute to this.  
 
You can also draw on the four group assignments to formulate your purpose 
statement. Did your observations and interview raise questions you would like 
to explore further? 
 
3. Research question. From the broad purpose statement, you narrow the 
focus to one or a few research questions to be answered. In qualitative 
studies, “research question” is more appropriate than “objective” (specific 
goals) or “hypothesis” (predictions that involve variables and statistical tests). 
The research question should guide data gathering. It is a key question that 
the researcher will ask her/himself in the observational procedure or during 
semi-structured interviews. Use questions starting with ‘how’ or ’what’ 
questions. Questions starting with ‘why’ suggest cause and effect, for which a 
quantitative approach is usually more appropriate.  
 
3. Present the case or the field. Where will you go to answer your research 
questions? Who and what will be included in your study? Describe the field 
setting in terms of where, what, who, when, how long, and why.  
 
4. Methodology. Here you describe how you will generate empirical material 
to answer your research question. What kind of data will you generate, and 
what is your strategy for generating them? 
 
Present which paradigm you are working within. Describe the methodology 
you have chosen, and the methods you plan to use. Justify your choices. Why 
did you choose this methodology and not another? Why are the chosen 
methods appropriate for generating the data you need to answer your 
research question? Could you have chosen differently? What would be the 
consequences?  
 
5. Analysis. Describe in brief how you will analyze your data.  
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6. Ethical considerations. How will you protect your informants’ privacy? 
How will you ensure informed consent from those who participate in your 
study? Do your case, field site, or methods raise particular ethical concerns? 
How will you address them?  
 
7.  Conclusion. Write a brief summary of the text.  
 
8. References. Alphabetic listing of all the texts referred to. For information 
about correct citing and referencing, see link to the website “Search and 
Write” mentioned above. 
 
Appendix: Log of group work (see first page for information about this).  
 


